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The problem of  the band structure of  solids under the influence of intense laser fields is 
addressed via the concept of  quasienergy bands. The difficulties in evaluation of  the quasi- 
energy spectrum in the general case are stated, and a simple effective mass nearly free 
electron model i$ treated qualitatively and quantitatively, yielding some useful results. 

The structure of the energy band spectrum of a solid in an 
external laser field presents a rather interesting and challeng- 
ing problem, x-s On one hand the spatial periodicity of  the 
solid leads to the conventional band theory of solids. The one 
electron states are characterized by the crystal momentum 
whose value is restricted to the first Brillouin zone (F'BZ), 
and a band index (as well as a spin index). On the other hand 
the temporal periodicity imposed by the laser field combined 
with a Floquet analysis leads one to a picture in which one 
need only consider the band structure in the first omega zone 
(FOZ), i.e. in the range 0 _< ¢ < hco, where ¢0 is the laser fre- 
quency. In such a system energy is no longer a good quantum 
number, and one is naturally led to investigation of the qua- 
sinergy bands def'med in the hyperrectangle k ~ FBZ, e E 
FOZ. However,  surprisingly few papers have been dedicated 
to such an investigation, 20~ and with such a point of  view. 
Generally, the interest in temporally periodic Hamiltonian 
problems has been confined to atomic systems, 4 or eventually 
tO two-band solid models, s It is the main purpose of  this 
communicat ion to turn attention to the multiply periodic 
solid-in-laser problem, stressing the alternative, but equally 
legitimate approach via quasienergy bands. 

Basic questions remain to be answered regarding this prob-  
lem. What is the mathematical nature of  the spectrum? Since 
the band structure problem has been reduced to the knowl- 
edge of the spectrum in the hyperrectangle, how are the eig- 
envalues distributed? Are they dense, i.e. do they completely 
fill the hyperrectangle or do gaps exist? Are there discrete 
eigenvalues? A rigorous answer to these questions is difficult  
to obtain, and may be dependent  on the model or approxima- 
tions used. So, we set out  here on a more modest course, by 
first identifying the difficulties of  the general case, and then 
treating a simple model which yields some useful results. 

The system of  interest is a crystalline solid interacting with 
an electromagnetic field. The one-electron Hamiltonian in the 
A-p gauge and MKS units is o f  the form: 

e H(p,r,t) - + V(r) - ~ A.p, (1) 

where V(r)-V(r+R) is the crystal potential (R being any 
lattice vector), and e and M are the electronic charge and 
mass respectively. We will consider the special case of  a 
space-homogeneous time-periodic vector potential 
A(t)=A(t+r). In this case the problem of  solving the t ime-  
dependent Schr~dinger equation: 

ih atl et • = H(p,r,t)l et  • (2) 

is simplified by the use of the Floquet theory, 2-4 according to 
which the state vector may be chosen as: 

[ ~b t > = exp(-iet) [ u t > , (3) 

with [ut > = [ u t +  r • being time-periodic. Upon performing 
the Fourier transformation an infinite set of  operator equa-  
tions is obtained: 

~o 

V(r)-h(e+no:) I un • = "~ P" u~ 
mm-oo 

where: 

2J¢ 

I ". "" ~ Io exo(i.~t) I "~ • d~ot, (5) 

2~ 

An . 1 I 0  exp(inwt) A(t) dwt, (5a) 

are the temporal Fourier components,  oJr-2x, and n can go 

-co to +00. Let us call Ho(P,r ) = ~ + V(r), f rom the ideal 

crystal Hamiltonian. One way to proceed is to go to the 
Schr0dinger picture: 

[~o(-i~V,r)-h(,+..)]~(r)-- ~(-i~V>~_ A._=-m(r). (6) 
m 

and then perform the BIoch analysis, i.e. pick the solution in 
the form: 

Un(r ) = exp(ik-r) Vn(r) , (7) 

where vn(r+R)=vn(r), and then Fourier analyse in r. 

Vn(r ) = ~ .  exp(tK, r) vnx , (Sa) 

K 

V(r) = 2. exp(iK, r) V x , 

K 

(8b) 
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